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OUR VIEW

Southside students
represent the area

Schools are nearing the end of the semester and news of accomplishments throughout
the Southside continues to pour in. We want
to extend our congratulations to all students
earning recognition on the Southside – and
we will continue to post the news we receive
in our publication. In the meantime, we’d like
to congratulate:
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Central Singers/Chamber Choir for competing this weekend at the Indiana State School
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BELIEVE IT!
Our nation has all sorts of arcane, nonsensical laws on the books. Each week, we’ll share
one with you.…
In Oklahoma, one may not promote a “horse
tripping event”.
-dumblaws.com

The Southside Times welcomes
letters to the editor in good taste.
All submissions are subject to editing.
Please send to news@ss-times.com.
All letters must be signed. Please include
a daytime phone number for
verification purposes only.

In Toon with the Southside
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Bickel
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HUMOR
Top ten
recent Will
Rogers
quotes
(were
he alive
today)
By Torry Stiles
10. "I don't like thinkin' I have to own a gun
but I like to know I can have one if I want one."
9. "Our president says if we don't buy
his insurance then we have to pay a fine.
Insurance is handy but so is a good pair of
shoes an' I bet nobody would like it if the
guv'mint made you buy their shoes."
8. "They now have cars that can park
themselves. A hundred-some years of makin'
automobiles and we are just now makin' 'em
as smart as a horse."

FROM THE PUBLISHER

Greg Simons has a hunger for volunteering
and wants to pass it on to community
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said.
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7. "A lot of folks are worried about this
football player because of who he'd rather
share an ice cream sundae with. I wanna
know if he can play football."
6. "I would never call a man a jackass. I like
jackasses too much."
5. "Mr. Hitler showed us that a good press
agent can not only put lipstick on a pig but
get her married off,too."
4. "A while back I commented that we should
be grateful we weren't gettin' all the guv'mint
we were paying for. Now it seems they found
a way.... an' they're buyin' extra on credit."
3. "Nowadays it seems I hear more whinin'
from fellers than women when someone
breaks a fingernail."
2. "On my talkin' radio they got a pig sellin'
life insurance. Back on the farm the only
insurance a pig has is its ability to make more
pigs."
1. "I know a few folks who are standing
tall only 'cause they're on another fella's
shoulders."
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~ Eliezer Yudkowsky

